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P.1 English END of year 2011

NAME:________________________________________________

1. Name  these  objects.

(a)                                    (b)                                 (c)

 _________________               ________________           ________________

2. Choose  the  correct  word  from  the  brackets.

(a)  Annet  ______________________a red  dress.  (have,   has)

(b)  I  have ______________________legs.  (two,   three)

(c) She  is  eating  ______________apple.  (an,  a)

(d)   My  ___________________is  very  black.  (hair,   air)

3. Arrange  these  in  ABC  order.

(a)   R,      Q,      O,      P

_______________________________________________________________

(b)   cat,      dog,     ant

_______________________________________________________________

4. Re-write  these  sentences in plural  form.
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(a)  This  is  a  book.

_______________________________________________________________

(b) That  girl  is  good.

_______________________________________________________________

(c) This  is  a  bench.

_______________________________________________________________

5. Write  the  number  words  in  brackets.

(a)  Alice  has (2)  _______________________pencils.

(b)  I  am  (6) _______________________years   old.

(c)  (7) ______________________days  make  a  week.

(d)  There are (12) ______________________months in a year.

6. Complete  the table  correctly.

Word good …………….. come ………………

Opposite ……………… laugh ……………… empty

7. Match  correctly.

teacher                                              salon

doctor                                                 workshop

barber                                                 school

carpenter                                           hospital

8. Study the picture and answer questions.
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Mother Aunt Sarah

Mary Tom

(a)  What  is  Mary  doing?

_______________________________________________________________

(b) Tom is _________________________________________________________

(c) Mother is ________________________ a baby.

(d)    Aunt  Sarah is _________________________food.

9. Circle  the odd  man  out.

(a)    Sarah,       Eva,       Joy,       Tom.

(b)    lion,       cow,      goat,     sheep.

(c)    pawpaw,      pineapple,     posho,   orange.
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10. Use  the  correct  word  to  complete  the  sentences.

     between,    in,    under,    on,    over

(a) Doreen  sits _____________________two  boys.

(b) Our  teacher keeps  our  pencils ______________a tin.

(c) I  saw  a  bird  flying _________________the tree.

(d) The  old  woman  is  sitting _________________the  tree.

(e) She  is  lying  ________________the mat.

11. Match  the  animals  to their  young  ones.

hen                                     lamb

cat                                     puppy

sheep                                 chick

dog                                     kitten

12. Re-arrange  these  sentences  to make  a  good  story.

(a)  I  run  to  school.
(b)  I  wash  my  face.
(c)  Everyday,  I  wake  up in the morning.
(d)  I  eat my breakfast.
(e)  I  put  on  my  uniform.

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________
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13. Read  the  story  and  answer  the  questions.

AN  ELEPHANT.

An elephant  is  a  big,  fat  animal.  It  stays  in  the  bush  or zoo.  It 

has  a  small  and  short  tail,  big  ears  and  a  long  mouth.  Its  young  

one  is  a  calf.

(a) Which  animals  is  in  the  story?

_______________________________________________________________

(b)  Where  does  it  stay?

_______________________________________________________________

(c) The ________________________of  the  elephant  is  long.

(d)    Name  its  young  one.

_______________________________________________________________

** The  End. **


